Nestled opposite the beautiful Mont-Saint-Michel, the bay of which is classed as a global heritage site by UNESCO, is Cancale. It is one the best places for oysters
in France and is where the “Parcs Saint-Kerber” have, for many generations, been farming oysters that people from all over the world love to eat.
In this unique area the "sea gardeners" skilfully manage to combine the use of modern technology with traditional methods to achieve their one true goal:
producing the highest quality.

• Family business since 1930
• In Cancale, in the bay of Mont Saint-Michel
• The Parcs Saint-Kerber: Oyster farmers
- The Belon : Nutty taste
- The Pied de Cheval : Wild aged oysters
- The Creuse : 0-4 sizes
- The Tsarskaya : Powerful, crunchy with a taste of iodine
- The Speciale Saint-Kerber : Round and soft undertones
- The Muirgen : Fleshy and delicate
• The Viviers d’Armor : Shellfish fishing: Mussels, abalone shells, scallops, lobsters...
• Dispatched all over the world
• La Ferme Marine, where you can learn all about oyster farming and the world of shellfish.
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You can see the oyster farms all along the water’s edge, redefining the coast line.
Welcome to Cancale, a beautiful town with plenty of character and interesting
inhabitants.
Cancale is an authentic little fishing town steeped in traditions that are still faithfully
adhered to, and which has long been known for its wonderful oysters.
The brave and determined Cancalais have managed to preserve this unique site for
many years, which has today Cancale put on the map as a popular meeting place for
oyster enthusiasts.

Being opposite Mont-Saint-Michel on this emerald-coloured coast makes Cancale the
ideal spot for oyster farming.
The round bay with its shallow waters helps to create one of the biggest tides in
Europe. The invigorating climate and fierce tidal waters provide oysters with the
optimum conditions for producing the outstanding quality that has become so wellknown the world over.

Certain history books have revealed that the Romans were crazy for Cancale’s
oysters. In 1545, Francois 1st gave Cancale its "town" status, because of the quality
of the oysters it brought to his table.
From then on, from Henri IV to Louis XIV, from Marie Antoinette to Napoléon …all of
them only wanted oysters from Cancale. It has been told that even Voltaire, Rousseau
and Diderot even found inspiration whenever they tasted the pearls of the bay….
From then on, from Henri IV to Louis XIV, from Marie Antoinette to Napoléon …all of
them only wanted oysters from Cancale. It has been told that even Voltaire, Rousseau
and Diderot even found inspiration whenever they tasted the pearls of the bay….
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By remaining strictly faithful to their history and traditions but also embracing new technology and developments, the Parcs Saint Kerber are able to provide
an outstanding level of expertise and savoir-faire to all of their products on a daily basis.
Their traditional methods are used alongside modern technology to ensure that each of their customers receive only the best: a high quality seafood.
> Follow the news of the Parcs Saint Kerber

Having the perfect temperature for the oyster fields, not using thermal shock during
the production chain, and a meticulous checking and selection process applied to every
single oyster during packaging all go to provide that guarantee of quality that is
second-to-none.
Every member of the team is loyal and committed and represents an additional link in
keeping the values of the family business alive and well.
The Parcs Saint Kerber are both sensitive and mindful of the eco-systems of the bay of
Mont Saint Michel, and to this extent they have put in place a production system that
enables them to respect all of the coastal environment.
Rich in vitamins and low in calories, the oyster benefits from some excellent nutritional
values.
> More information about the nutritional values and our environmental
commitment

It was in 1930 that François Louvet formed the Glacière Cancalaise and then in 1944 went on to found his
oyster business in Cancale, which he then continued to develop together with his wife. Following a growth in
the family, his daughter Marie-Anne and her husband Joseph Pichot took over the business in 1968.
Two years later the brand “The Parcs Saint Kerber” was born and the first exports began.
In 1982, the “Viviers d’Amor” was set-up to sell shellfish.
1989 saw the creation of la ferme marine ( The marine farm ). In 2003, François-Joseph Pichot took over
the business with his brother-in-law Stéphan Alleaume.
From here on the produce from “Parcs Saint Kerber” has been enjoyed at some of the best tables in the
world.
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Family values are rooted in the history of the “Parcs Saint Kerber”. Today, Joseph
Pichot has handed over the running of the business to his son and his daughter-inlaw.
His daughter Véronique runs the « Ferme Marine » (the Sea Farm), an exhibition
area that boasts a wide collection of oysters and shellfish planted by the company
and which enables you to visit the farm and understand what oyster farming is all
about.
It is yet another sign of their passion and sense of sharing.
For further information : www.ferme-marine.com
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The Parcs Saint-Kerber offer a range of oysters from Cancale and other areas, each
benefiting from the specialised production techniques that appeal to a wide range of
palettes, from knowledgeable connoisseurs to lovers of natural products.

The oyster of Cancale is noted for its taste of iodine as well as its firm flesh, light, nutty flavour
and being slightly acidic.
It is much adored by many food lovers, who swear by this oyster and its unique subtlety and
finesse.
> More information about the Plate Belon

This rare oyster has been named « Pied de Cheval » (horse’s hoof) – because of the way it leaves a
trace in the shape of a hoof on the sand – and is a wild and ancient (between 10 and 20 years) oyster.
Farmed at the traditional “Caravane” of Cancale, it has all the characteristics of the oyster from the
bay of Mont Saint Michel and the quality of its flesh is outstanding.
It is ideal for those who appreciate very large oysters.

With a consistent flesh, the Creuse oyster from Cancale has all the typical
characteristics of an oyster from the bay of Mont Saint Michel : A strong taste of
iodine that lingers on the palette.
With different sizes (classed from 0-4), it is the perfect addition to a seafood platter
and lends itself well to a variety of recipes: Whether grilled, roasted, cooked in gel
or champagne...there are many different ways to enjoy it.
> More information about the Creuse
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The Tsars of Russia were avid consumers of oysters, and it was in honour of this
fact that in 2004 the “Tsarskaya » oyster was born. Selected straight from the spat
this oyster is farmed for 3 to 4 years at the heart of the farm, and is then nurtured
in a very specific and careful way. It will delight enthusiasts with its fullness, white
flesh and being firm to crunchy.
It is powerful on the palette, pure and with a taste of iodine, and one chew evokes
a taste reminiscent of the best quality Argentinean beef, crunchy and tender, then
releasing a sugary flavour that tastes almost like sweet almonds. The « Tsarskaya »
takes time to diffuse all the taste buds, before adding a slight hint of acidity at the
end, similar to that touch of tannin in a « Grand cru » wine.
> More information about the Tsarskaya

Coming soon...
The “Spéciale Saint Kerber” oyster benefits from a perfect location for a period of 4
years of farming in the bay of Mont Saint Michel.
Farmed and refined on vast farms based to the east of the bay of Cancale where the
quantity of oysters is are less dense, the Spéciale Saint Kerber lives in the water in
oyster pockets that are regularly turned over and where the number of oysters has
been steadily reduced in order to produce more congruent shells and a remarkable
thick flesh.
It has a salty flavour with a hint of iodine that is typical of the bay, with a lingering
taste on the palette, with round and sweet undertones. The Spéciale Saint Kerber is
very meaty, while having a firm consistency, a characteristic that is much
appreciated by the connoisseur.
> More information about the Speciale Saint-Kerber

“Born from the sea”, is the Gaelic translation of « Muirgen », the name given to this shallow
oyster from Ireland, where it benefits from unique eco-systems. It has travelled to Cancale for
the last stages of its farming. This oyster appeals to oyster enthusiasts for its sweetness, its
beige-coloured flesh that is nestled in a meaty jewel, providing a rare delicacy to the palette.
> More information about the Muirgen
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Oyster farmers, or “sea gardeners" as they are known here, start their farming as
soon as they receive the oyster spats.
Aged 4 – 6 months, these oysters are placed in pockets by the 1000 and put on
“oyster tables”, installed in compounds in the sea. After 6 months, having grow they
are put into pockets in groups of 500, and then after a year, into groups of 180.
All year round, to the rhythm of the tides and with water up to their thighs, the oyster
farmers put up the pockets, attach them, turn them over... heavy work but also one
that requires gentle care to avoid the oysters sticking to one another and causing
imperfections in the shell development. Three years of work is required to produce an
oyster of really high quality.

The oysters are then washed, sorted according to size and then plunged into pools of
oxygenated sea water that is kept at a temperature from between 6 and 8°C for a
period of 8 days in order to remove any possible silt particles that have stuck from
winter storms. Once this final phase has been completed, the oysters are ready to
eat.
In order to ensure that chefs of the best establishments all over the world only
receive products that are absolutely perfect, every week the Parcs Saint Kerber
ensure a viral analysis of a batch of oysters is carried out. The analysis is performed
by Professor C.H Von Bonsdorff at the University of Helsinki.

Another phase follows of sorting and final checking, oyster by oyster, and by
“knocking” them together to test the freshness and quality.
The oysters are then carefully placed in their packaging and re-covered with algae,
which keeps them fresh and ensures better preservation. A label is placed on each
basket with a specific health number that refers to each farm, as well as the date of
packaging.
Finally, the oysters are ready for their journey, which is completed on the same day.
In order to guarantee perfect freshness for all our products, deliveries in Europe are
made by refrigerated lorries. For air transport, our products are put in isothermal
containers and delivered to the majority of destinations around the world within 48
hours.

François-Joseph Pichot and Stéphan Alleaume also like to show clients round Parcs Saint Kerber so that they
can appreciate the specific detail of all the products available, see the care and attention involved at each
stage of development as well as the preparation for dispatch and the modes of transport used.
The invaluable sales teams are in daily contact with their clients across the world and are in charge of daily
reports on the condition and availability of the products. Always keen to share their passion for oysters, the
two managers of the Parcs Saint Kerber also travel to attend international trade shows, and visit the kitchens
of some of the world’s greatest chefs.
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By keeping to the same values that have made Parcs Saint Kerber a success, the
"Viviers d'Amor" were created to offer a range of quality shellfish provided by a
network of on-foot fishermen, small vessel fishermen or divers and well-known
farmers.
This uniqueness enables a management by demand system and means the respect
for the area is guaranteed.
It is the special care and attention that makes the difference every time.
For the scallops, for example, the option of having shellfish that has been caught from
natural sites in the estuary of the Rance, means the great chefs of the world can
provide a unique flavour that is derived from that connection between sea water and
calm water... and one that comes from a sustainable fishing source. Only large
shellfish are fished by divers, one by one, but without harming the sea bed.
> Follow the news of Les Viviers d'armor
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The International Agricultural Show is a meeting point for the rich variety of French and international agriculture. Since its foundation in 1870, the General
Agricultural Competition for products has been an official event from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and puts the best products from the
different French regions in to compete.
The Parcs Saint Kerber has been a regular winner at these awards since 2005.
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The Parcs Saint Kerber are unanimously awarded “Artisan Producteur de Qualité” (quality producer) by the
Culinary College of France since June 2016.
The Culinary College of France is co-chaired by Alain Ducasse and Joël Robuchon and counts 27 founding
members among the top more famous chefs (Frédéric Anton, Paul Bocuse, Thierry Marx…). Their ambition is to
promote the quality of restaurants and gastronomy in France and all over the world.
> More information on the Culinary College of France
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Traditionally oysters are eaten as they are, plain or with a lemon wedge or some vinegar. Today, chefs are making us see them in a different light, by
researching other flavours and thereby expanding the horizon for all the lovers of this precious shellfish.

Just a few minutes from Parcs Saint Kerber, chef Olivier Roellinger has formed a
school Corsair cooking. “How to cook oysters" is one of the courses available to
everyone.

See Olivier Roellinger's seasonal suggestions

Download the recipe for oysters with buckwheat patties and green sauce.

Download Mrs Pichot's oyster recipe : Oyster salad with green tea

Shellfish has always inspired curiosity and creativity from the world's greatest
chefs.
Bruno Menard, French chef originally from Tours, is head chef at L’Osier in Tokyo
and has 3 Michelin stars.
See his recipe for Brittany lobster wrapped in caramel of salted butter and sudachi
zest, onion compote with saffron and raisins soaked in Montlouis and rhubarb
sauce.
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For something to accompany the oysters and their unique flavour, we recommend following the suggestions from the Grands Sommeliers,
depending on your taste.

“ You have to obey certain rules. Firstly, we would recommend a white wine. A
dry wine is preferable, maybe even very dry. Please note that a dry wine can
also be fruity. Too often the fruit of an aromatic white wine is associated with
sweetness. So here are my suggestions, in no particular order. Always
remember that a higher priced wine from a small denomination is often a
quality product, whereas a less expensive wine from a large denomination is
more often than not a mediocre wine. If the price is the same, then it would
be sensible to choose the one from the small denomination...
Muscadet is an obvious choice to have with oysters. Nevertheless, the richness
and unctuosity of Saint Kerber oysters, particularly the Spéciale Saint Kerber,
easily accommodates the more aromatic wines. If you prefer to stay with the
Muscadet, then choose a good vintage, but not an old oaked one. "
H.Chapon

Read Henri Chapon's recommendations , Sommelier in numerous prestigious restaurants, The Ruinart Trophy for Best
Young Sommelier in Monaco in 1990, and the Ruinart Trophy for Best Sommelier in Great Britain.
Read about Sam Harrop , one of the co-presidents of the International Wine Challenge, one of the very rare Sake
Samouraï and one of the 264 Master of Wine in the world.
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